Advancements in fluid handling applications of a gas-permeable polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane are demonstrated. Bubble injection and removal from microfluidic channels are performed at fluid flow rates over 100 µl/min. Glass channel fluid flow rates ranging from 1 to 14 µl/min were achieved using gas permeation of a membrane with control pressures ranging from 100 to 700 mbar. Mixing is enhanced by injecting and removing gas bubbles through the membrane.
INTRODUCTION
The gas permeability of PDMS has been well characterized [1] and is a useful property for biological applications. Recently, the amount of gas diffusion through a PDMS membrane was explored as it relates to oxygenating an aqueous solution by a pressure difference and presents an analysis model for cell cultures [2] . Using the membrane to inject and remove gas could help to inject reagents into a system or remove inconvenient bubbles. By taking advantage of the gas permeability of PDMS, fluids can be pushed, or pulled through complex structures or into dead-end channels, and air or other gases can be removed or injected into a channel [3] .
THEORY
Devices for controlled pumping, bubble injection, bubble removal, and mixing are demonstrated using a threelayered fabrication method that includes a fluid channel layer, a pneumatic control channel layer and a thin membrane, with gas diffusion through the membrane as the operating principle. Figure  1 shows how a higher pressure in the gas control channel relative to the fluid channel forces the gas through the permeable membrane and into the fluid channel. Gas bubbles can be removed from the fluid channel by applying a lower pressure to the control channel.
EXPERIMENTAL
Applying a higher pressure to the control channel forced air through the membrane to form bubbles that split the flowing fluid into plug segments. Removal of the bubble was then achieved further downstream by trapping it using surface tension forces in one of several bubble trap geometries. The air is drawn through the membrane into a control channel held at a lower pressure. Figure 2 is a series of photographs showing an air bubble being trapped and removed.
The ability of a gas-permeable membrane to control flow in glass channels was demonstrated by measuring the flow rate of fluid through glass channels at several control channel pressures. Rates were obtained by taking timelapsed photographs of dyed fluid flowing in the device under operation. Photographs were analyzed using imaging software to determine volumetric flow rates. Three different channel geometries were studied to indicate the affect of different pressure drops.
The PDMS membrane was then shown to be an effective tool for the injection and removal of air bubbles, which was used to enhance mixing using bubbles and branched microchannels [4] . For these experiments, two fluids met at a Y-junction, flowed through the branched system and passed a bubble trap device. Air bubbles were injected through the membrane before the branches and removed in the bubble trap. The amount of mixing was optically determined before and after bubbles entered the fluid channel.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two different bubble trap geometries were tested and proved effective at removing bubbles from the fluid stream. The volumetric rate of air bubble removal (room temperature, atmospheric pressure) through the membrane per membrane diffusion area is shown in figure 3 .
The gas permeable membrane proved effective in pumping fluid into dead-end glass channels. Three separate channel dimensions were observed to test the effect of different flow resistances. Consistent flow rates ranging from approximately 1 to 14 µl/min were observed using control pressures from 100 to 700 mbar as shown in figure 4 . The ability of the bubble injection and removal system to aid fluid mixing was optically determined by gathering the grayscale values at a cross section of the channel with and without the activated bubble mixer. Figure 5 shows a photograph of the fluid channel with and without mixing. The standard deviation of the grayscale distribution across the fluid channel decreased from 0.45 to 0.20 after bubbles were introduced.
CONCLUSION
A gas permeable PDMS membrane advances fluid handling tasks such as bubble removal, pumping, and mixing. Employing a single method for these tasks is a step towards inexpensive, parallel, highly integrated microfluidic systems with minimal external controls. 
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